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Buster + Punch create daring and exquisite 

design objects that celebrate custom living 

and being individual.

It all started in a small garage in East London, 

where we discovered a passion for customising 

the things we love.  

From light fittings to motorcycles, furniture to 

leather jackets, we expressed our personality 

the only way we knew how – by elevating the 

ordinary into the extraordinary. 

This devotion to craftsmanship has given birth 

to a series of inspiring collections, designed 

to evoke and enable you to express your 

individuality.

Buster + Punch



Drawn from a world of custom motorcycles 

and rockstar lifestyle, our first collection Hooked 

explores the darker side of life.

The burnt rubber of a Harley, knurled grip of 

the volume knob and sensual touch of quilted 

silk, have inspired solid brass light fittings, whisky 

bars, wingback chairs and even a limited 

edition motorcycle. This has nothing to do with 

uniformity and everything to do with standing 

out from the crowd. 

All objects have been designed and fashioned  

by Massimo Buster Minale with a little help from  

his friends. 

Welcome to our world.

Hooked



Hooked 1.0 is a single light pendant with customising Hook.  

The brass Hook secures into a rubber ceiling rose and allows 

the light to be raised and lowered at will. The Hook can also be 

removed and reinstalled into your ceiling to allow the pendant 

to sit perfectly above your furniture below.

The light pendant is finished in solid knurled brass with matt 

rubber detailing and can be fitted with any standard bulb.  

The light can also be customised with one of our stunning 

shades - made from bronzed gun metal with brass button 

detailing.

Hooked

1.0



‘The knurled pattern of our solid brass light fitting 

has been inspired by the volume knob on a 

Gibson guitar’.

HOOKED 1.0 / largeHOOKED 1.0 / nude



Hooked 3.0 is made up of three light pendants, all with their 

own customising Hook. The brass Hooks are housed in a 

rubber ceiling rose and allow the lights to be personalised into 

any formation desired. The Hooks can also be removed and 

reinstalled into your ceiling to allow complete customisation  

of how the pendants fall.

The light pendant is finished in solid knurled brass with matt 

rubber detailing and can be fitted with any standard bulb. 

The light can also be customised with our striking shades - 

made from bronzed gun metal with brass button detailing.

Hooked

3.0



HOOKED 3.0 / mixHOOKED 3.0 / nude



Hooked 6.0 is made up of six light pendants, all with their 

own customising Hooks. The brass Hooks are housed in a 

rubber ceiling rose and allow the light to be personalised 

into any sculptural shape desired. The Hooks can also be 

removed and reinstalled into your ceiling to allow complete 

customisation of how the pendants fall.

The light pendant is finished in solid knurled brass with matt 

rubber detailing and can be fitted with any standard bulb. 

The light can also be customised with our sensational shades 

- made from bronzed gun metal with brass button detailing.

Hooked

6.0



We believe a light should be just as sexy at the 

top as it is at the bottom - that is why we have 

made our brass and rubber ceiling rose the star 

of the show. The solid brass Hooks can remain 

in the rose or be fitted into your ceiling, allowing 

the pendants freedom to dance below.

HOOKED 1.0 / largeHOOKED 1.0 / nude



HOOKED 6.0 / mix



Hooked wall is a wall light with a difference. A brass 

customising Hook allows the light to be raised and lowered at 

will, to suit the world below. The body of the light is cast from 

bronzed gun metal and is finished with knurled brass and 

matt rubber detailing. 

The wall light can be fitted with any standard bulb and looks 

great in the nude or customised with one of our spectacular 

shades - made from bronzed gun metal with brass button 

detailing.

Hooked

Wall



HOOKED Wall / nudeHOOKED Wall / small



Everyone knows a good Rockstar steals the show and ours is 

no different. Our stunning whisky bar is hand made in the UK 

from either solid American Black Walnut or Blackened Ash.  

The quilted back panel comes in sumptuous Grey Berry Silk 

or rockstar Black Leather.  To the side sits a knurled brass light 

fitting with a snake’s heat cage for protection. The bar is then 

finished with custom brass buttons, brass butler hinges and 

our signature knurled brass furniture handles. 

Although we love whisky, this bar is great for showcasing 

any of your favourite drinks. It holds up to 12 large bottles 

(including champagne) and up to 16 glasses.

Hooked

The Rockstar



Our signature brass buttons are tightened with  

a coin or if you fancy, a guitar plectrum.

Whisky bar shown here in American Black 

Walnut and quilted Black Leather back panel. 

Also available in Blackened Ash and Grey Berry 

Silk back panel.



Grey Berry Silk Black Leather



We love reptiles, so when we discovered this 

heat cage protecting our friend ‘jimmy’ the 

python from a light bulb in his enclosure, we 

thought why not use it in our bar to protect 

humans. We were so happy with ourselves  

we celebrated with a whisky.

A knurled brass light fitting with matt rubber 

detailing, allows you to let everyone know when 

the ‘bar is open’.

A knurled brass Hooked light with matt rubber 

detailing, allows you to let everyone know when 

the ‘bar is open’.

A knurled brass Hooked light with matt rubber 

detailing, allows you to let everyone know when 

the ‘bar is open’.



We never back down from a challenge and when asked 

by our friends James UK to customise their stunning 

wingback chair, we jumped at the chance. The Wingback 

Remix is hand made in the UK from either American Black 

Walnut or Blackened Ash. The chair comes with a choice 

of luscious Grey Berry Silk or rockstar Black Leather pads. 

To one side of the chair’s elegant wing sits a solid shard  

of satin brass, secured with brass furniture buttons.  

The shard supports our signature Hook, which can either 

hold a knurled brass reading light or your leather trousers 

after a gig. The chair is then finished with brass buttons,  

just because we can. 

Hooked

Wingback remix



The satin brass shard can easily be removed 

and reversed to the other wing of the chair,  

all you need is a coin.



We love custom motorcycles as they embody everything that 

we are passionate about – craftsmanship, customisation and 

being individual. Working alongside our friends Boneshaker 

Choppers, who are Britain’s best custom bike builders, we 

have produced a number of limited edition bikes for public 

consumption. 

The Boneshaker 79 is based around a Harley 1200 engine, 

bobber frame and Japanese race bike front end. The rest of 

the bike has been hand-crafted from the same materials that 

we use in our Hooked lighting range – rubber, cast metal and 

brass detailing. All bikes can be individually customised to suit 

their owners.

Hooked

Boneshaker 79



Customising is our first love and we want you to share this 

passion. In order to do so, we have selected a number of  

our signature brassware pieces to enable you to express  

your individuality – by customising the things you love.  

From old furniture to new kitchens, all you need is a drill,  

a coin and a screwdriver. Isn’t it time you turned your  

ordinary into extrodinary?  

Hooked

Custom
Brasswear



Our light shades are made from 1mm bronzed gun  

metal, rolled and secured with our signature brass buttons. 

The shade is then finished with added metal fleck to ensure 

an elegant satin sheen when catching the light. 

We are so proud of our light shades we don’t just want 

to keep them for ourselves. We have made them with a 

standard fitting diameter to allow you to attach them to  

the majority of your existing lights .

Hooked

Custom
Shades



Hooked

Tech Specs



HOOKED 1.0 / nude HOOKED 1.0 / small

Tech Specs Tech Specs
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HOOKED 1.0 / large
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Recomended lamp setups
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Hooked / The Rockstar

A whisky or cocktail bar made from either solid American Black Walnut or 

Blackened Ash.  Comes with a choice of Grey Berry Silk or Black Leather, 

quilted back panel. To the side sits a knurled brass light fitting with a 

snake’s heat cage for protection. The bar is then finished with custom 

brass buttons, brass butler hinges and our signature knurled brass furniture 

handles. The bar holds up to 12 large bottles (including champagne) and 

up to 16 glasses.

Hooked / Wingback Remix

An armchair made from either American Black Walnut or Blackened  

Ash with solid brass detailing. Comes in a choice of Grey Berry Silk or 

Black Leather pads. To one side of the chair’s wing sits a solid shard of 

satin brass, secured with brass furniture buttons. This shard is reversible  

(to other side of chair) and supports our signature Hook. The Hook can 

used to hang any items including our knurled brass reading light. 

Type: Bar

Material: American Black Walnut or Blackened Ash  

 frame, with either Grey Berry Silk or Black  

 Leather quilted back panel. Brass detailing.

Colour:   American Black Walnut  

 

   Blackened Ash,    Brass  

 

   Grey Berry Silk    Black Leather 

Cleaning Clean with a soft dry cloth. Do not use water  

instructions: or abrasive materials when cleaning. All brass  

 parts are untreated to enable them to age  

 beautifully. It is possible to clean the brass parts  

 using polish, ensuring that no polish gets onto  

 other parts of the bar. 

Type: Armchair

Material: American Black Walnut or Blackened Ash  

 frame, with either Grey Berry Silk or Black   

 Leather pads. Brass detailing.

Colour:   American Black Walnut  

 

   Blackened Ash,    Brass  

 

   Grey Berry Silk    Black Leather 

Cleaning Clean with a soft dry cloth. Do not use water  

instructions: or abrasive materials when cleaning. All brass  

 parts are untreated to enable them to age  

 beautifully. It is possible to clean the brass parts  

 using polish, ensuring that no polish gets onto  

 other parts of the bar. 

The Rockstar Wingback Remix

Tech Specs Tech Specs



Hooked / Custom Shades

Light shades made from 1mm bronzed gun metal, rolled and secured 

with our signature brass furniture buttons. The shade is then finished with 

added metal fleck to ensure an elegant satin sheen when catching 

the light. Comes in two sizes – large & small and fits all of our nude light 

fittings.

Type: Light shade

Material: Bronzed gun metal, brass detailing.

Colour:  Brass    Bronze

Cleaning Clean with a soft dry cloth. Do not use water or  

instructions: abrasive materials when cleaning. All brass  

 parts are untreated to enable them to age  

 beautifully. It is possible to rejuvenate the brass  

 parts using polish, ensuring that no polish  

 gets onto other parts of the light. Switch off the  

 electricity supply before cleaning.

Hooked / Custom Brassware

Brassware made from solid untreated brass in order to age beautifully. 

Designed so that you can install these parts on anything you desire from 

old furniture to a new kitchen.

Type: Brasswear

Material: Bronzed gun metal, brass detailing.

Colour:  Brass

Cleaning Clean with a soft dry cloth. Brass parts are  

instructions: untreated to enable them to age beautifully.  

 It is possible to clean brassware using polish,  

 ensuring to follow polishing agent instructions.
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Tech Specs



www.busterandpunch.com


